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Jacob Lewis Gallery is pleased to present a two-person exhibition of work by Emilio Perez and Leonardo 

Drew, on view April 7–May 6, 2017, with an opening reception April 6, 6-8pm at 521 West 26
th

 Street. 

 

Evoking the natural environment, the cosmos and bodily systems, Emilio Perez’s paintings on panel and 

Leonardo Drew’s sculptural assemblages are created intuitively through labor-intensive processes in 

the artists’ distinct, idiosyncratic visual languages.  

 

Emilio Perez’s newest large-scale diptych and panel paintings undulate with abstract forms in jewel-

like colors. Perez’s process-driven approach begins with layers of bold, painterly gestures applied to a 

sprayed on ground. The artist responds to the surface intuitively, carving away negative space and 

defining varying fields of color with graphic, hard-edged line. Taking cues from American action 

painters, pulp graphic arts and the Italian Baroque, Perez’s rhythmic labyrinth of forms fuse painterly 

concerns to create, in his words, “a journey that, ultimately, the viewer is invited to define.” 

Leonardo Drew’s abstract sculptures are crafted additively using seemingly found natural materials.  

Working from a vast collection of materials amassed over his prolific career, Drew tightly layers painted 

woodchips, branches and scraps into discreet wall-mounted works in relief. The pieces speak to the 

interconnectedness of all things as they grapple energetically with the collateral of urban decay and the 

cyclical nature of human existence—birth, ruin and re-growth. 

 

‡ 

 

Emilio Perez was born in 1972 in New York City. He attended Pratt Institute and University of Florida's 

New World School of the Arts. Perez's works can be found in the permanent collections of the PAMM - 

Perez Art Museum, Miami; Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo; Fundación ARCO, Madrid and Arkansas 

Art Center, Little Rock; and in corporate collections, internationally. The artist's paintings were featured 

in the Critical Gestures, PAMM, Miami; 12th Havana Biennial; Topographies at the Albright-Knox Art 

Gallery, Buffalo; and Signs of the Apocalypse/Rapture at the Hyde Park Art Center, Chicago. Perez had 

solo exhibitions with Galerie Lelong in both New York and Paris and most recently premiered his first 

large scale video animation Dream Season as part of Times Square Arts Midnight Moment program. 

 



 

 

Leonardo Drew has been making artwork since childhood, and first exhibited his work at the age of 

thirteen. He went on to attend the Parsons School of Design and received his BFA from the Cooper 

Union for the Advancement of Science and Art in 1985.  Since then, he has shown in a variety of 

institutions, such as The Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden at the Smithsonian Institution in 

Washington DC, the Royal Hibernian Academy in Dublin, Ireland, The Art Institute of Chicago, The Miami 

Art Museum, and the St. Louis Art Museum.  He has also collaborated with the Merce Cunningham 

Dance Company, and has participated in artist residencies at Artpace, San Antonio and The Studio 

Museum of Harlem in New York City, among others. He is represented by Sikkema Jenkins & Co. in New 

York. 

 


